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Abstract. Mitochondria are the critical organelles involved 
in various cellular functions. Mitochondrial biogenesis is 
activated by multiple cellular mechanisms which require a 
synchronous regulation between mitochondrial dNA (mtdNA) 
and nuclear dNA (ndNA). The mitochondrial dNA copy 
number (mtdNA‑cN) is a proxy indicator for mitochondrial 
activity, and its alteration reflects mitochondrial biogenesis 
and function. despite the precise mechanisms that modulate 
the amount and composition of mtdNA, which have not been 
fully elucidated, mtDNA‑CN is known to influence numerous 
cellular pathways that are associated with cancer and as well as 
multiple other diseases. In addition, the utility of current tech‑
nology in measuring mtdNA‑cN contributes to its extensive 
assessment of diverse traits and tumorigenesis. The present 
review provides an overview of mtdNA‑cN variations across 
human cancers and an extensive summary of the existing 
knowledge on the regulation and machinery of mtdNA‑cN. 
The current information on the advanced methods used for 
mtdNA‑cN assessment is also presented.
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1. Introduction

cancer is known as one of the underlying causes of most public 
health threats and is considered the leading cause of death 
after stroke and coronary heart disease on a global scale (1). 
Based on reports from the World Health Organisation (WHO), 
cancer is the first or second leading cause of cancer‑related 
deaths before the age of 70 years in 112 countries. As reported 
by GLOBOcAN, there were approximately 19.3 million new 
cancer cases and 10.0 million cancer‑related deaths in 2020, 
and new cases are estimated to increase to 28.4 million in 
2040 (1).

cancer occurs mainly due to dynamic genetic alterations, 
and the resultant genome deformities may promote the uncon‑
trolled growth of abnormal cells and spreading throughout 
the body. It is well accepted that the generation of abnormal 
cells accumulates mutations in essential genes, leading to 
cancer cell formation. Accumulated mutations can further 
increase genomic instability, including rearrangements and 
chromosomal changes (2,3). Thus, genomic instability is the 
main element and one of the underlying mechanisms in the 
initiation and progression of human cancer (4).

The growing interest in the mechanistic understanding of 
the specific factors in cancer development allows researchers 
to investigate the role of the second human genome, which 
is mitochondrial dNA (mtdNA). It is widely known that the 
role of mitochondria is implicated in tumor promotion and 
development. In the 1920s, dr Otto Warburg observed that 
most cancer cells have an altered metabolism characterized 
by high glycolytic activity. This condition is referred to as 
‘aerobic glycolysis’ and is considered to be linked with a 
constant diminished mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation 
(OXPHOS) (5). Since then, a considerable amount of research 
has been conducted, which is devoted to the dysfunction 
of mitochondrial respiration in cancer development (6,7). 
Previous studies have revealed that cancer cells exhibit a 
highly glycolytic phenotype and have the capacity to utilize 
glucose at higher rates than their origin cells (8,9). Moreover, it 
was observed that cancer cell lines are incapable of adequately 
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upregulating OXPHOS, thus, increasing their dependency on 
glycolysis (10).

mtdNA is recognized to be highly unstable and liable to 
damage compared to the nuclear genome, due to the persistent 
exposure to oxidative attack coupled with deficient DNA repair 
machinery (11). As a result, mtdNA suffers from the formation 
of sequence alterations or depletion of mtdNA content, conse‑
quently leading to various disorders and cancer tumorigenesis. 
The levels of mtDNA copy number (mtDNA‑CN) may reflect 
the biogenesis and pathology of mitochondria, which are 
responsible for the phenotypic changes in malignant tumors. It 
implies that mtdNA‑cN may serve as a potential marker in a 
broad spectrum of cancers, including breast, lung, colorectal, 
head and neck, and gastric cancers (10‑14).

In the present review, the current knowledge concerning 
the mtdNA‑cN alterations found in human cancer were 
investigated. Relevant literature was comprehensively 
searched (between 2004 and 2022) using the online electronic 
databases: PubMed, Web of Science, Scopus as well as other 
appropriate resources. The key words searched for included 
‘mtdNA‑cN alterations’ or ‘mtdNA content’ and ‘cancer’ or 
‘neoplasm’. Of the 84 published articles, 76 were included and 
considered to meet the inclusion criteria of the case‑control 
studies that investigated the association between mtdNA‑cN 
alterations and various types of human cancer. In this review, 
an update on the roles and mechanisms of mtdNA‑cN in 
tumorigenesis were outlined. In addition, available evidence 
on the incidence of mtdNA content variations in a wide range 
of human cancers were provided.

2. mtDNA

Mitochondria are eukaryotic organelles involved in a broad 
spectrum of cellular processes, including the production of 
ATP, cellular metabolism, reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
production, activation of apoptosis, and calcium homeostasis. 
The generation of mitochondrial energy is entirely dependent 
on five multi‑subunit protein complexes (complex I‑V) of the 
OXPHOS system together with the tricarboxylic acid (TcA) 
cycle (15). Protein complexes I, III, IV, and V have contribu‑
tions from both mtdNA and nuclear dNA (ndNA) genes, but 
complex II is completely nuclear‑encoded. Therefore, a proper 
interaction between both the nucleus and mitochondria is 
needed to achieve sufficient levels of a functional OXPHOS 
system.

Human mtdNA is maternally inherited due to the higher 
number of mtdNA copies found in the egg of a female 
compared to sperm which resides in the mitochondrial 
matrix (16). mtdNA is organized into nucleoids that allocate 
across the mitochondrial networks (17). These nucleoids are 
composed of an accumulation of mtdNA molecules and 
several elements of protein factors, for instance, mitochondrial 
transcription factor A (TFAM), mitochondrial single‑stranded 
binding protein (mtSSB), polymerase γ (pol γ), and helicase 
Twinkle (18). mtdNA is a close, double membrane and 
circular form of 16,569 nucleotide pairs. mtdNA contains 
37 genes, coding for two ribosomal RNAs, 22 transfer RNAs, 
and 13 elements consisting of seven subunits of complex I 
(Nd 1 to 6 and Nd4L), one subunit of complex III (cyto‑
chrome b), three subunits of complex IV (COX I, COX II 

and COX III), and two subunits of complex V (ATPase 6 and 
ATPase 8) (18). mtdNA contains two distinct strands based on 
the density differences in caesium chloride gradient (19). The 
heavy strand (H‑strand) has a greater level of Gc content and 
encodes for 12S and 16S rRNAs, 14 tRNAs, and 12 subunits 
of mitochondrial respiratory complexes. In addition, the light 
strand (L‑strand) encodes eight tRNAs and Nd6 (18).

mtdNA carries only two non‑coding regions and is almost 
entirely composed by coding sequences (>90%), and their genes 
do not present introns. The main non‑coding region is termed 
a displacement loop (d‑loop) region covering 1,122 base pairs 
of the genome (20). A d‑loop has all the essential materials 
for the transcription and replication process: The origin of 
H‑strand replication (OH), the promoters for H‑ and L‑strand 
transcription (HSP1, HSP2, and LSP), and three conserved 
sequence blocks (cSB I, cSB II, and cSB III) (18). Therefore, 
d‑loop variations may affect the promoter sequences and 
consequent changes of protein binding affinities of the inducers 
or modulators of mtdNA transcription, which could induce 
replication error. On the other hand, the origin of L‑strand 
replication (OL) appears in the second non‑coding region with 
only 30 nucleotide pairs (18).

3. mtDNA‑CN

Regulation of mtDNA‑CN. Notably, the mtdNA‑cN may 
represent the amount of mitochondria in a cell. Almost 
hundreds or thousands of mtdNA copies are available in each 
cell and vary considerably depending on cell types and tissue 
origins (21). Of note, mtdNA‑cN remains consistent within 
each cell based on its energy requirement but may markedly 
change during the aging process, cell differentiation, hormone 
therapy, and exercise (13). Tissues with high energy demands, 
such as the brain, and skeletal and cardiac muscles have more 
mtdNA‑cNs than other tissues, as for example, kidney and 
liver cells (22,23). It has been determined that mtdNA‑cN in 
oocytes reaches up to 100 thousand copies, and recent analyses 
have shown that there are ~4‑6 thousand copies in the heart 
and 0.5‑2x103 copies in the lungs, liver, and kidneys (24,25).

In general, each mitochondrial molecule per cell shares 
similar mtdNA sequences referred to as homoplasmy. However, 
due to the highly polymorphic nature of mtdNA, a mixture of 
wild‑type and mutant mtdNA coexist within the same cell, 
termed heteroplasmy. This discrepancy could be attributed 
to numerous somatic mtdNA mutations typically caused by 
oxidative stress, high ROS exposure, replication errors, and 
aging (26). Heteroplasmy threshold occurs when the frequency 
of heteroplasmy attains 60‑90% of mutant mtDNA and reflects 
the human mitochondrial pathology (6,27). conceivably, the 
heterogeneity of the mtdNA genome may act as an essential 
participant in mitochondrial dysfunction, which is responsible 
for the development of various complex diseases.

mtDNA replication. In 1972, Robberson et al studied mamma‑
lian mtDNA replication by applying cesium chloride‑purified 
mitochondrial dNA and observed it under an electron micro‑
scope (28). With the combination of numerous research studies, 
three models of mtdNA replication have been proposed, 
including the asymmetric strand‑displacement model, 
strand‑coupled bidirectional replication, and RNA incorporated 
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throughout the lagging strand (RITOLS) (20,29,30). Over the 
last 40 years, the strand‑displacement model has been the 
central reference in the knowledge of mtdNA replication. 
Based on this model, the production of a new leading strand 
(H strand) commences at the OH site within the d‑loop region. 
The synthesis proceeds continuously until 70% (~11 kb) of the 
mtdNA genome circle, and when the OL origin of a lagging 
strand (L strand) is exposed, the initiation of the lagging strand 
occurs in the opposite direction (20).

Although several models of mtdNA replication have been 
previously proposed, it is critical to highlight that the under‑
standing of the exact mechanism is still under debate and not 
fully elucidated at present. However, it should be noted that the 
mtdNA replication process occurs by a molecular machinery 
that is different from the nuclear replisome. Nonetheless, 
ndNA is still involved in the regulation of mtdNA‑cN 
since all trans‑acting factors engaged in mtdNA replication 
are encoded by ndNA (31). Mitochondrial replication is 
implemented by the onset of proteins which is initiated by 
mitochondrial transcription factor A (TFAM) and aided by 
mtdNA pol γ, hexameric Twinkle helicase, mtSSB, mitochon‑
drial RNA polymerase (POLRMT), transcription elongation 
factor (TEFM), transcription factor B2 (TFB2M), exonuclease 
MGME1, dNA ligase III, and RNAse H1 (27).

Mitochondrial TFAM is a member of the high mobility 
group (HMG) box domain family and is present at a ratio of 
1 molecule per 16‑17 base pairs of mtdNA (32). It is considered 
that TFAM is sufficient to coat the mitochondrial genome, in 
addition to playing a major role in the initiation of transcrip‑
tion and replication of mtdNA. Furthermore, TFAM regulates 
protein binding at the cis‑regulatory region of the mitochon‑
drial d‑loop (31). It has been demonstrated that TFAM plays 
a critical part in mtdNA‑cN regulation and maintenance 
in vivo (33,34). A previous study revealed that loss of mtdNA 
was caused by mouse‑TFAM deficiency, whereas the elevated 
mtdNA‑cN was driven by the overexpression of TFAM (35). 
Moreover, the levels of mtdNA molecules needed for the 
transcription and replication process are dependent on TFAM 
concentrations available (36). Therefore, the expression level 
of TFAM was hypothesized to be directly proportional to the 
level of mtdNA molecules (35).

mtdNA pol γ is the sole dNA polymerase of mitochon‑
dria responsible for replicating and repairing the mtdNA 
genome (32). It has a high proofreading ability to eradicate the 
misincorporation of dNA bases. mtdNA pol γ also appears to 
function with Twinkle helicase and mtSSB protein to perform, 
to some extent, complete mtdNA replication. korhonen et al 
discovered that the synthesis of ssdNA molecules during 
replication is achieved with the cooperation of mtdNA pol γ, 
Twinkle, and mtSSB (37). Twinkle is a 72‑kda monomer and is 
greatly homologous to bacteriophage T7 gene 4 primase/heli‑
case (T7gp4) (38). A preliminary study revealed that Twinkle 
has a 5' to 3' dNA helicase activity and unwinds the dsdNA 
at the mtdNA replication fork (39). Milenkovic et al reported 
the significance of Twinkle in nascent D‑loop strand synthesis 
during mtdNA replication (40). However, the activity of 
both mtdNA pol γ and Twinkle is stimulated by mtSSB (39). 
mtSSB was found to be more abundant in human HeLa cells 
than mtdNA. mtSSB can support the unwinding activity of 
Twinkle helicase and improve mtdNA pol γ activity (41,42). 

The processivity of Twinkle helicase increased when bound to 
mtSSB and could unwind the duplexes longer than needed for 
strand separation (43). Furthermore, mtSSB binds to ssdNA 
to preserve and maintain ssdNA in an active single‑stranded 
state (44). The regulation of mtSSB has a possible mechanistic 
link with TFAM for d‑loop stabilization and mtdNA mainte‑
nance (41).

Mutations of regulatory factors involved in mtDNA replica‑
tion. It has been proven that the accumulation of somatic 
mutations in critical regions, for instance, in conservative 
sequences areas, replication sites, promoter, or transcrip‑
tion factor binding sites, can lead to repression of mtdNA 
gene expression and subsequently damage mitochondrial 
biosynthesis (45) (Fig. 1). These alterations substantially alter 
mitochondrial respiration capacity, other than stimulating 
a higher rate of oxidative stress and apoptosis (45). mtdNA 
mutations frequently occur within the hypervariable d‑loop 
region, particularly in a homopolycytidine stretch or near the 
replication origins of the mtdNA H‑strand (11). This crucial 
region possesses a triple‑stranded dNA structure, which is 
severely liable to the persistent effect of oxidative insults, thus, 
possibly increasing the rate of mutations. It was theorized that 
aberration in the D‑loop could alter the binding affinities of 
several regulators of nuclear‑encoded dNA on the regulatory 
site of mtdNA (20). Thus, mutations in this particular region 
may modify mtdNA transcription and subsequently cause 
disturbances in mtdNA respiration and ROS production (46). 
The damaged mtdNA is removed by mitophagy in the cell, 
which causes the reduction of mtdNA‑cN (47). Therefore, as 
suggested, the alterations in the d‑loop region could critically 
affect the regulation of mtdNA at the heteroplasmy level and 
mtdNA‑cN (48).

Available literature has revealed that somatic mutations in 
the d‑loop region are markedly associated with a decreased 
level of mtdNA in hepatocellular carcinoma, invasive breast 
cancer, and Ewing's sarcoma (49,50). Moreover, decreased 
mtdNA‑cN was correlated with tumors that harbored somatic 
mutations, which were located close to replication origins 
of the H‑strand or at the homopolymeric c‑stretch in the 
d‑loop (50‑52). Sequence mutations in the d‑loop region, 
specifically, in the polycytidine stretch caused by continuous 
oxidative stress, could lead to slippage error and/or mispairing 
during mtdNA replication or repair by mtdNA pol γ (53). 
mtdNA pol γ has low frameshift fidelity and is susceptible to 
mistakes, resulting in decreased proofreading efficiency (54). 
defects in mtdNA pol γ can arise from increased oxidative 
damage, and in turn, this may induce further mtdNA errors. 
Previously, published studies delineated that transgenic mice 
with high‑level proofreading‑deficient pol γ expression induce 
mitochondrial mutations in cardiac tissues (55). However, 
the homozygous knock‑in mice carrying‑expressed proof‑
reading‑deficient pol γ developed a mutator phenotype with 
a higher rate of mutated and deleted mtdNA (56). Thus, the 
faulty mtdNA pol γ may reflect the biosynthesis of mtDNA, 
which affects the regulation of mtdNA‑cN.

A plethora of evidence has revealed the close association 
of mtdNA pol γ and the amount of mtdNA‑cN in human 
cancers. Spelbrink et al identified that transient expression of 
pol γ‑myc mutants suppressed mtdNA polymerase activity 
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and was associated with depleted mtdNA in vivo (57). 
Furthermore, Singh et al revealed that 63% of pol γ muta‑
tions in breast cancer tumors led to mtdNA depletion (58). 
data from a previous study, indicated that mtdNA‑cN was 
decreased in patients with colorectal cancer, and exhibited 
somatic mutations in pol γ or germline nucleotide muta‑
tions were found in the region encoding pol γ polymerase 
domain (59). Another previous study revealed that pol γ SNP 
genotype was markedly associated with the increased level 
of mtdNA‑cN and improved survival among patients with 
hepatocellular carcinoma (60). Indeed, aberrant mtdNA pol γ 
is considered to contribute to repair system deficiency, which 
leads to mtdNA‑cN alterations.

The presence of Twinkle helicase is also critical in 
mtdNA‑cN, as the interactions of helicase‑primase during 
mtdNA replication play a part in controlling mtdNA 
levels in cells. Theoretically, Twinkle has been suggested 
to be responsible for the switching between abortive and 
full‑length mtdNA replication during the pre‑termination 
events of triple‑stranded d‑loop structure formation (38). This 
switching thus determines the regulation of mtdNA levels in 
the cell. In a preliminary study, Twinkle was identified as the 
causative gene of autosomal dominant progressive external 
ophthalmoplegia (adPEO) correlated with several mtdNA 
deletions (61). To date, >40 point mutations have been detected 
in the TWNk gene encoding Twinkle, which is associated 
with multiple diseases (38).

Previous research has touted that the role of Twinkle 
helicase can be inferred from the regulation of the amount of 

mtdNA. One study in 2004 reported that overexpression of the 
Twinkle helicase in transgenic mouse lines led to an increase 
in mtdNA‑cN (62). Twinkle helicase overexpression may 
also act on anti‑helicase blocking, thus permitting increased 
mtdNA‑cN and successful mtdNA replication (40). However, 
studies of mutant Twinkle variants in vivo demonstrated that 
mutations of this helicase lead to extreme mtdNA depletion 
and increased apoptosis in flies (63,64). Therefore, this suggests 
that Twinkle is the sole replicative helicase for mitochondrial 
biogenesis.

In general, it appears that the knockout of these regula‑
tory elements in mtdNA replication could affect the mtdNA 
genome, particularly within the non‑coding region. Although 
any defects or absence of these elements may perturb the regu‑
lation of mtdNA copies, overexpression of a protein involved 
in this machinery does not constantly increase mtdNA‑cN. 
Moreover, mtdNA depletion and secondary multiple dele‑
tions/duplications may be the outcomes of the flaws in mtDNA 
machinery proteins with the consequent mitochondrial 
dysregulation (38). Thus, common regulation of mtdNA‑cN 
may be limited, thus increasing the inability of mitochondria 
to maintain normal function, subsequently establishing a 
background liability of tumor development.

4. Effects of aberrant mtDNA‑CN

It is well‑recognized that regulation of mtdNA‑cN is 
significant to govern the cellular energy needs. mtDNA‑CN 
was shown to be markedly associated with the level of 

Figure 1. Overview of the occurrence of aberrant mtdNA copy number. MtdNA mutations caused by endogenous attack can impair the regulation of mito‑
chondrial replication followed by the aberration of mtdNA copy number level. due to this, overall mtdNA biogenesis could be affected which may further 
facilitate tumor progression and development of human cancers. mtdNA, mitochondrial dNA; mtSSB, mitochondrial single‑stranded binding protein; pol γ, 
polymerase γ. 
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oxidative insults in the mtdNA genome and involved in ROS 
production (up to 85%) to modulate apoptosis or cell differ‑
entiation (65). Aberrant mtdNA‑cN can lead to elevation 
of mtdNA oxidative stress and disruption of mtdNA gene 
expressions. Subsequently, this may affect overall mtdNA 
functions, including the OXPHOS system, ROS production, 
signal transduction, cell apoptosis, cell growth, and mito‑
chondria‑to‑nucleus retrograde signaling (66,67). certainly, 
disturbances in the OXPHOS system may result in a reduction 
of intracellular ATP generation (6). depleted mtdNA causes a 
decrease in OXPHOS capacity, which triggers a high compen‑
satory increase in glycolysis to cover the total ATP (7). Thus, 
the aberrant mtdNA‑cN can reduce the rate of mitochondrial 
biogenesis and normal cellular function that eventually confer 
the emergence of tumors.

Previous findings have described the functional signifi‑
cance of oxidative stress correlated with the mtdNA‑cN. 
Intrinsic oxidative stress induced by noxious ROS was 
revealed to be closely associated to cell toxicity, dNA injury, 
copy number changes, and malignant transformation in human 
cancer cells (68). A previous study on mtdNA‑cN altera‑
tions conducted in human leukocytes revealed that oxidative 
stress in blood circulation influences the level of mtDNA‑CN 
via the alterations of plasma antioxidants/oxidants and an 
oxidative insult to dNA (69). In addition, Al‑kafaji and 
Golbahar revealed the effects of the glucose‑induced oxida‑
tive stress and mtdNA‑cN in human mesangial cells, in an 
in vitro study. The results revealed a higher mtdNA‑cN in 
the mesangial cells, as a response following higher oxidative 
stress stimulated by high glucose activity (70). In addition, 
mtdNA‑cN and oxidative stress are associated with envi‑
ronmental exposure to tobacco, pollutants, smoke, drugs, 
xenobiotics, and radiation (66).

It is also important to emphasize the functional impact of 
mtdNA‑cN alteration on ndNA instability. Notably, aber‑
rant mtdNA‑cN could potentially interrupt mitochondrial 
membrane potential, contributing to mitochondrial dysfunc‑
tion (71). As a result, the initiation of retrograde signaling 
occurs and mitochondria communicate their changing func‑
tional and metabolic state to the nucleus. This response causes 
the impairment of the expression profile of nuclear genes 
and modifies cell physiology and morphology (71). In 1989, 
corral et al found that chemically‑induced rat hepatomas and 
the HT‑1080 fibrosarcoma cell line exhibited increased copy 
numbers of cOI, cOII, and cOIII pseudogenes in ndNA 
compared with normal cells (72). In addition, it was demon‑
strated that mtdNA depletion in HeLa cells showed higher 
lipid peroxidation and oxidative damage to ndNA (73).

Furthermore, it has been shown that aberrant mtdNA‑cN 
is associated with resistance to apoptosis and the promotion 
of cancer (7). mtdNA‑depleted cells were demonstrated to 
activate the Akt pathway, which could inhibit the apoptosis of 
cells (74). Furthermore, nuclear factor‑κB/Rel signaling, which 
is involved in apoptosis resistance and cancer development, can 
be activated by depleted mtdNA content (75,76). By contrast, 
recent data revealed that mtdNA‑cN was increased in apop‑
totic tumor cell lines, suggesting that increased mtdNA‑cN 
acts as a defense mechanism of tumor cells to prevent apop‑
tosis (77). decreased mtdNA‑cN in tumor cells increased 
ROS levels, the rate of apoptosis, and sensitivity against 

chemotherapeutic drugs (77). This finding is in line with a 
previous study that demonstrated that increased mtdNA‑cN 
induces survival and apoptosis resistance in colorectal cancer 
cells in vivo and in vitro (78).

Previously, published studies have revealed increased 
or decreased mtdNA‑cN in some tumor entities. Several 
studies have assessed the quantitative changes of mtdNA‑cN 
in peripheral blood specimens and the resected tumorous 
tissues compared with non‑tumorous tissues (65). Increased 
mtdNA‑cN was observed in breast, bladder, esophageal, head 
and neck squamous cell, kidney, and liver cancers (except in 
lung carcinoma) compared with non‑tumorous tissues (79). 
Moreover, decreased mtdNA‑cN was revealed in kidney 
clear cell carcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma, and myelo‑
proliferative tumors (80). The association of mtdNA‑cN 
variation with the risk of cancer progression has also been 
reported. A meta‑analysis by Hu et al (66) discovered that 
increased mtdNA‑cN was markedly associated with the 
risk of lymphoma, melanoma and breast cancer, but inversely 
associated with hepatic carcinoma. This discrepant result of 
mtdNA‑cN in different cancer types implies that mtdNA‑cN 
occurs in a cancer‑specific manner, as a consequence of 
different needs of energy metabolism in human cancer tissues. 
Notably, knowledge of mtdNA‑cN in tumorigenesis remains 
elusive and requires elucidation.

5. Restoration of mtDNA‑CN

The current understanding of mtdNA‑cN regulation is 
still unclear, although evidence of mtdNA replication and 
maintenance has accumulated and improved over the years. 
Several theories and models have been proposed to explain 
mtdNA‑cN regulation. It is hypothesized that all the binding 
proteins involved in mtdNA replication, may be key factors 
in the maintenance and regulation of mtdNA levels (79). 
Furthermore, a study performed by Tang et al suggested that 
the regulation of mtdNA‑cN could depend on the avail‑
ability of nucleotide pools (80). Subsequently, these authors 
introduced another theory, which proposed that several repli‑
cation origins may affect the regulation of mtdNA‑cN (81). 
Additionally, different levels of mtdNA‑cN (wild‑type, 
duplicated, or deleted mtdNA) were shown to be independent 
of mtdNA size, indicating that the copy numbers were not 
controlled by the number of molecules or mtdNA genomes 
present (81). In 2009, a threshold model for mtdNA‑cN control 
was proposed (31). The model suggested that upregulation of 
mtdNA replication machinery could be the cause of a lower 
mtdNA‑cN threshold, whereas mtdNA degradation could be 
the result of a higher mtdNA‑cN threshold (31).

mtdNA‑cN is important in early development and differ‑
entiation, as mature cells need enough copies to meet their 
specific demands (82). Premature cells exhibit a high level of 
copy numbers during oogenesis and achieve maximal levels in 
mature oocytes. copy number is subsequently decreased during 
the development of preimplantation before gastrulation (83). A 
low copy number in these undifferentiated cells indicates the 
mtDNA set point, which allows these cells to acquire suffi‑
cient copies of mtdNA to sustain their energy demands (18). 
cells that utilize high ATP consumption, including the heart, 
muscle, and brain cells contain high mtdNA‑cN, while cells 
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that retain low copies such as endothelial cells depend on 
glycolysis (84).

The mtdNA set point of a cell requires synchrony 
between ndNA and mtdNA genomes to establish a coop‑
erative process of mtdNA differentiation and replication (84). 
However, cancer cells that contain depleted mtdNA‑cN have 
to re‑establish their mtdNA set point (85). It has been demon‑
strated that levels of mtDNA‑CN influence the frequency and 
progression of GBM cells. The number and duration of tumor 
formation were proportional to the mtdNA depletion level. 
Thus, mtdNA‑depleted GBM cells restored their mtdNA‑cN 
for their tumor growth process (84). In addition, mtdNA‑cN 
can be recovered by the mtdNA replication machinery of a 
cell and mitochondrial horizontal gene transfer from adjacent 
cells (85,86). The migration of mtdNA horizontal gene transfer 
from normal cells to tumor cells with deficient mtDNA results 
in the restoration of respiration, initiation of tumors, and 
metastasis (87).

It is also plausible that mtdNA variations are implicated 
in mtdNA‑cN restoration. mtdNA with impaired respira‑
tion function or carrying mutations deals with this damage 
by increasing mtdNA‑cN in accordance with the proportion 
of mtdNA‑cN in the cell (85). A preliminary study reported 
that a high mtdNA‑cN found in aging tissue cells acts as a 
feedback mechanism to counterbalance the metabolic injury 
in mitochondria carrying mutated mtdNA and a defective 
respiratory chain (88). Additionally, a previous study by 
Yeung et al revealed that GBM cells harbored the accumula‑
tion of mtdNA variants in Nd6 and Nd4 genes, that encoded 
the subunits of complex I of the respiratory chain, resulting in 
impaired mtdNA function and consequently affecting mtdNA 
levels (89). A more recent study demonstrated a marked 
increase of mtdNA‑cN in samples with high‑allele‑frequency 
truncating mutations encoded by ndNA. The authors suggested 
that the increased mtdNA‑cN was necessary to compensate 
for the damage induced by truncating mutations (90).

6. Assessment of mtDNA‑CN

To date, numerous studies have determined the levels of 
mtdNA‑cN in tissues and peripheral blood samples. Notably, 
peripheral blood has been proposed as a reliable source, due to 
the easily obtainable and non‑invasive approach in estimating 
mtdNA‑cN in human cancer. Moreover, mtdNA‑cN altera‑
tions in peripheral blood are proposed as a potential indicator, 
to study mitochondrial function and aerobic metabolism and 
have been revealed to be significantly correlated with the risk 
of cancer (91,92). However, since mitochondrial numbers and 
mtdNA copies in a cell differ within tissue types, it is crucial 
to use accurate methods in order to prevent any compromised 
variables in assessing the copy numbers.

Several methods currently exist for the quantification of 
mtdNA‑cN (93‑95). One of the most well‑known methods 
for assessing mtdNA‑cN in human samples and model organ‑
isms is quantitative real‑time PcR (qPcR) which assesses the 
ratio of an mtdNA gene to a reference gene (nuclear genome). 
Previous studies have used several genes for mtdNA level 
assessment, including MTATP8, MTNd1, MTcOX1, 16S 
rRNA, and MTcYB for mtdNA, while AcTB, B2M, HGB, and 
GAPdH have been used as nuclear genomes (10,14,66,96‑98). 

Recently, droplet digital PcR (ddPcR) was developed as 
a high‑efficiency method to measure mtdNA‑cN without 
applying external standards (99,100). The ddPcR utilizes a 
similar workflow as in qPCR technology, and a sample can 
be segmented into thousands of oil emulsion droplets (99). 
The amplification occurs in individual droplets to avoid bias 
in PCR efficacy and inhibitors (100). However, the restricted 
efficacy of ddPCR may affect quantification accuracy when 
measuring a large copy number (100,101).

Other available methods to quantify mtdNA‑cN include 
genotyping microarray probe intensities, whole genome 
sequencing (WGS), whole exome sequencing (WES), and dNA 
sequencing read counts (102). It has been shown that WGS 
data could provide a more sensitive and accurate assessment 
of mtdNA levels compared with the qPcR method (101,102). 
The WGS data provide complete genome sequencing reads 
including mtdNA and ndNA (101), and WGS serves as the 
only current method which concurrently measures mtdNA‑cN 
and mutations (103).

It is conceivable that methods used in purifying dNA 
are also critical in assessing mtdNA content. Methods 
utilized for dNA extraction or isolation may affect the yield 
of mtdNA integrity due to the circular and compact size of 
mtDNA (102,104). Any deviation from a specific protocol may 
have a critical impact on the accuracy of mtdNA‑cN estima‑
tion. A number of studies with different extraction techniques 
have been performed to establish a more accurate method for 
measuring mtdNA‑cN (93,95,105‑108). The column kit isola‑
tion method is often used to extract DNA fragments ≥50 kb 
and highly depends on chaotropic salts and low pH to induce 
the dNA binding capacity. This method potentially decreases 
total dNA, which may increase the bias in the measurement of 
the dNA ratio (106). Previously, organic solvents containing 
precipitated ethanol were demonstrated to be more accurate 
compared to column‑based methods (106). The organic solvent 
method is time‑consuming and mostly relies on technical 
skill, however, it offers a high dNA yield (106). Furthermore, 
a method with less usage of spin columns or without spin 
columns may be able to diminish Gc‑dependent bias (109). 
Recently, it was revealed that the lysis‑based method has low 
variability and is more accurate than other traditional methods. 
cells are directly lysed without any isolation or spin columns, 
ensuring minimal hands‑on time in addition to reducing 
biased mtdNA‑cN estimation (102).

7. Involvement of mtDNA‑CN in human cancers

With the numerous types of cancers that have been assessed 
for mtdNA content alterations, it is necessary to examine the 
molecular mechanism of mtdNA‑cN occurrence in carcino‑
genesis. With this aim, an extensive search in Google Scholar, 
PubMed, online databases, and published journal articles was 
performed, to summarize the involvement of mtdNA‑cN 
alterations in various types of cancer (Table I).

Breast cancer. Several experimental approaches investigating 
mtdNA‑cN in patients with breast cancer have been aggres‑
sively performed that demonstrated a varying spectrum of 
mtdNA alterations. To date, most of the analyzed patients who 
suffered from breast cancer exhibited a significant change in 
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Table I. distribution of mtdNA copy number levels in selected cancer types of different countries.

Type of No. of Laboratory MtdNA Nuclear MtdNA 
cancer samples methods gene gene levels country (Refs.)

Breast 302 qPcR tRNALeu B2M decreased  USA (52)
 59	 qPCR	 D˗loop	 ACTB	 Decreased		 China	 (51)
 102	 qPCR	 MTATP8	 GADPH	 Decreased		 Switzerland	 (108)
 183	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 18S	RNA	 Increased		 Singapore	 (113)
 103	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HGB	 Increased		 USA	 (92)
 1000	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HGB	 Increased		 USA	 (96)
 1,108	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 ALB	 Increased		 UK	 (112)
 506	 qPCR	 mtDNA	 B2M	 Increased		 China	 (91)
 570	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 ACTB	 N/A	 EPIC	 (12)
 82	 qPCR	 tRNALeu	 18S	rRNA	 Decreased		 Mexico	 (111)
 60	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 ACTB	 Decreased		 Taiwan	 (107)
 60	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 ACTB	 Decreased		 Taiwan	 (110)
Colorectal		 60	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 ACTB	 Decreased		 China	 (121)
 444	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 BRCA1	 Decreased		 China	 (122)
 736	 qPCR	 MT˗ND2	 FASLG	 Decreased		 Canada	 (120)
 74	 qPCR	 D˗loop	 B2M	 Decreased		 Netherlands	 (123)
 422	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 18S	rRNA	 Increased		 Singapore	 (117)
 320	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HGB	 Increased		 China	 (116)
 126	 qPCR	 16S	rRNA	 B2M	 Increased		 North	India	 (14)
 24	 qPCR	 mtDNA	 ACTB	 Increased		 China	 (114)
 104	 qPCR	 COXI	 ACTB	 Increased		 China	 (115)
 324	 qPCR	 MT˗ND2	 AluYb8	 Decreased		 USA	 (119)
Gliomas	 28	 qPCR	 MT˗ND2	 FALSG	 Increased		 Italy		 (124)
 124	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 ACTB	 Increased	 China	 (122)
 336	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HGB	 Increased		 China		 (127)
 390	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HGB	 Increased		 USA	 (126)
 35	 qPCR	 D˗loop	&		 ACTB	 Decreased		 Australia		 (131)
	 	 	 COXII	
 162	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 RNase	P	 Decreased		 India		 (132)
 67	 qPCR	 N/A	 N/A		 Increased		 France		 (128)
 414	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 ACTB	 Increased		 China		 (129)
Gastric		 76		 qPCR	 mtDNA	 ACTB	 Decreased		 China	 (137)
 20		 PAGE	 D˗loop	 ACTB	 Decreased		 China	 (133)
 31		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 ACTB	 Decreased		 Taiwan	 (134)
 109		 qPCR	 COXI	 ACTB	 Increased		 Korea	 (67)
 103		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 ACTB	 Decreased		 China	 (135)
 984		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HGB	 Increased		 China	 (16)
 162		 qPCR	 mtDNA	 HBB	 Decreased		 China	 (136)
 109		 qPCR	 COXI	 HBB	 Decreased	 Korea	 (98)
Prostate		 9		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HBB	 Increased		 USA		 (138)
 196		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HGB	 Decreased		 USA	 (139)
 102		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HBB	 Increased		 India		 (140)
 793		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HBB	 Increased		 USA	 (141)
 1,751		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HGB	 Decreased		 USA	 (142)
 46		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 B2M	 Decreased		 Australia		 (143)
 317		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HGB	 Decreased		 USA	 (144)
Esophageal	 20	 qPCR	 mtDNA	 B2M	 Increased/	 USA	 (145)
	 	 	 	 	 Decreased	
 42	 qPCR	 N/A	 N/A	 Increased		 China		 (146)
 72	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 18S	rRNA	 Increased	 Taiwan		 (147)
 80	 qPCR	 COXI	 COXIV	 Increased		 Japan		 (149)
 141	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 ACTB	 Increased		 China		 (148)
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mtdNA‑cN, which was positively correlated with the risk of 
breast cancer.

The alterations of mtdNA‑cN in breast cancer were 
first reported in 2006, and the results revealed decreased 

mtdNA‑cN in 38 breast cancer samples compared with 
the paired non‑tumorous tissues (107). According to an 
analysis of mtdNA‑cN in 59 paired breast tumor tissues 
and non‑tumorous tissues in 2007, the mtdNA‑cN level 

Table I. continued.

Type of No. of Laboratory MtdNA Nuclear MtdNA 
cancer samples methods gene gene levels country (Refs.)

Lung		 29	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 18S	rRNA	 Decreased		 Taiwan		 (65)
 122	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HBB	 Increased		 China		 (156)
 874	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HBB	 N/A	 China		 (158)
 128	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 36B4	 Decreased		 China	 (155)
 227	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HBB	 Increased		 Finland		 (157)
 37	 qPCR	 MT˗HVI	 HBB	 Decreased		 China		 (13)
Renal	cell		 37	 Southern	 mtDNA	 18S	rRNA	 Decreased		 Austria	 (159)
	 	 blot
 375	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HGB	 Decreased		 USA	 (160)
 1,217	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HBB	 Decreased		 USA	 (161)
 252	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HBB	 Increased		 USA	 (163)
 5	 qPCR	 tRNALeu	 18S	rRNA	 Decreased		 Taiwan	 (162)
 57	 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HBB	 Increased		 Egypt	 (164)
Head	and	neck	 76		 qPCR	 COXI	&	II	 ACTB	 Decreased		 USA	 (152)
 91		 qPCR	 COXI	 ACTB	 Increased		 USA	 (151)
 75		 qPCR	 tRNALeu	 18S	rRNA	 Increased		 Taiwan	 (153)
 570		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HGB	 Increased/	 China	 (95)
	 	 	 	 	 Decreased	
 50		 qPCR	 D˗loop	 GADPH	 Increased		 India	 (154)
Pancreatic		 43		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 SLCO1B1	 Decreased		 Poland		 (172)
 406		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HBB	 Increased		 Taiwan		 (171)
 476		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 ALB	 Decreased		 EPIC	 (173)
Endometrial		 20		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 ACTB	 Increased		 Italy	 (166)
 65		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HBB	 Increased		 China	 (165)
 139		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HGB	 Decreased		 USA	 (167)
Oral		 35		 qPCR	 COXI	&	II	 ACTB	 Decreased		 Japan	 (170)
 124		 qPCR	 D˗loop	 GADPH	 Decreased		 India	 (168)
 143		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HGB	 Increased		 USA	 (169)
Ovarian		 42		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HBB	 Increased	 China		 (174)
    SLCO2B1/
    SERPINA
 24		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1/	 1	 Increased	 Hungary		 (175)
	 	 	 ND5	
Melanoma  136  qPcR MT˗Nd1 HBB Increased  USA (176)
 500		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 HGB	 Increased		 USA	 (177)
Laryngeal		 40		 qPCR	 COXII	 ACTB	 Increased		 China	 (179)
 204		 qPCR	 MT˗ND1	 ACTB	 Increased		 China	 (178)

AcTB, β‑actin; ALB, albumin; B2M, β‑2‑microglobulin; cOXI, mitochondrially encoded cytochrome c oxidase I; cOXII, mitochondrially 
encoded cytochrome c oxidase II; d‑loop, displacement loop; EPIc, European Prospective Investigation into cancer and Nutrition; FASLG, 
Fas ligand; GAPdH, glyceraldehyde‑3‑phosphate dehydrogenase; HBB, hemoglobin subunit β; HGB, human globulin; MTATP8, mitochon‑
drially encoded ATP synthase membrane subunit 8; MT‑HVI, mitochondrial hypervariable loop‑1; MT‑ND1, mitochondrially encoded NADH 
dehydrogenase 1; MT‑ND2, mitochondrially encoded NADH dehydrogenase 2; nCOXIV, nuclear DNA‑coded cytochrome c oxidase IV; 
RNase P, Ribonuclease P; SERPINA1, serpin family A member 1; SLcO1B1, solute carrier organic anion transporter family member 1B1; 
SLcO2B1, solute carrier organic anion transporter family member 2B1; tRNALeu, tRNA leucine; 16S rRNA, 16S ribosomal RNA; 18S rRNA, 
18S ribosomal RNA; N/A, not applicable.
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appeared to be lower in tumor tissues, advanced age, and 
advanced tumor stage (51). The authors also observed that 
tumors harboring mutations that occurred in the d‑loop 
region had less mtDNA‑CN. Consistent with this finding, 
the studies by Bai et al and Jiang et al, also observed that 
somatic mutations that occurred in that area may facilitate 
the reduction of the level of mtdNA in breast tumorigen‑
esis (52,91). Moreover, decreased mtdNA‑cN was found 
in 82% of invasive breast tissue samples compared with 
the normal counterparts from a total of 102 tumor tissue 
samples (108).

In 2010, Hsu et al investigated the depleted mtdNA 
content in breast cancer in response to anthracycline treatment 
in vivo and vitro (110). The results revealed that decreased 
disease‑free survival of patients was associated with higher 
mtdNA content compared with patients with decreased 
mtdNA content. These authors also demonstrated that 
mtdNA‑depleted breast cancer cells had greater sensitivity to 
doxorubicin treatment and higher ROS production. These find‑
ings indicate that the level of copies in mtdNA may serve as 
a valuable biomarker in predicting response to anthracycline 
treatment in breast cancer. A more recent analysis reported 
that mtdNA‑cN was markedly decreased in breast tumor 
tissue samples among 82 tumor cases (111). The results also 
revealed that mtdNA‑cN was decreased in the sequences with 
three deletions at A249del, A290del, and A291del or c16327T, 
while the copy number was increased in sequences containing 
c16111T, G16319A, or T16362c (111).

Notably, Shen et al examined the mtdNA‑cN in connec‑
tion to certain endogenous antioxidants and oxidants, using 
peripheral blood specimens (92). The study concluded that an 
increase in the level of mtdNA content was associated with 
the development of breast cancer. However, mtdNA‑cN was 
inversely associated with changes in antioxidant and oxidant 
status. In a subsequent study, these authors also revealed that 
higher mtdNA content was associated with a higher risk of 
breast cancer, in addition to the presence of mitochondrial 
length heteroplasmy in hypervariable I (HV1) and hypervari‑
able II (HV2) regions (96). Thus, it was hypothesized that the 
appearance of HV1 and HV2 length heteroplasmy may be 
involved in the initiation and promotion of breast cancer.

Furthermore, a comprehensive study of mtdNA‑cN in 
peripheral blood cells by Lemnrau et al provided evidence that 
an increased level in mtdNA‑cN was shown to be associated 
with the increased risk of breast cancer (112). This study also 
claimed that the results revealed a stronger association with 
the risk of breast cancer as mtdNA‑cN was more accurately 
measured using prospectively collected blood specimens 
and a large sample size. These data are in line with a study 
by Thyagarajan et al which revealed that the increase of 
mtdNA‑cN in peripheral blood samples was associated with a 
higher risk of breast cancer (113). In another study, the assess‑
ment of leukocyte telomere length (LTL) and mtdNA‑cN 
were investigated in 570 breast tumor cases and 538 controls 
from the EPIc cohort, using real‑time qPcR analysis (12). The 
study, with collected samples obtained 15 years apart, revealed 
a link between telomere length and mtdNA‑cN. Additionally, 
it was observed that longer LTL was strongly associated with 
an increased risk of breast cancer, while mtdNA content was 
not found to be associated with the risk of breast cancer.

Colorectal cancer. mtdNA content was assessed in 24 patients 
with colon cancer and 20 patients with rectal cancer by 
Feng et al (114). This study revealed a significant increase 
in mtdNA‑cN changes associated with tumor stage, mainly 
in stages I and II, suggesting that mtdNA‑cN is involved in 
the early progression of colorectal cancer (114). Moreover, 
an analysis of mtdNA 4,977 bp deletion and mtdNA‑cN 
was conducted in the same year, and the results revealed that 
increased mtdNA‑cN was associated with the levels of the 
4,977 bp deletion and with tumor stage (115). In a different study, 
Qu et al demonstrated that higher mtdNA content was found 
in patients with colorectal cancer than in the paired controls, 
and was shown to be markedly associated with higher risk of 
colorectal cancer, similar to a study by kumar et al (14,116). 
However, Thyagarajan et al observed a U‑shaped association 
of mtdNA‑cN and colorectal cancer risk among Singaporean 
chinese patients, indicating that patients with increased and 
decreased mtdNA‑cNs were at increased risk for colorectal 
cancer (117).

A 2017 study by Tong et al investigated the effect of d‑loop 
demethylation on mtDNA content using five colorectal cancer 
cell lines (118). In this study, it was determined that a dNA 
hypomethylating agent caused an increase of mtdNA‑cN 
and alterations in the cell biology of colorectal cancer (118). 
Furthermore, Sun et al reported that increased mtdNA‑cN 
was correlated with the regulation of the survival and metas‑
tasis of microsatellite‑stable colorectal cancer cells (78). 
Recently, a study of mtdNA‑cN using blood specimens from 
324 female patients and 658 paired controls was performed by 
Yang et al. In this study, it was demonstrated that mtdNA‑cN 
was inversely associated with the risk of colorectal cancer in 
a dose‑dependent manner (119). In addition, previous research 
identified the mtDNA‑CN increase and reduction (39.6 and 
60.4%) in colorectal tissues compared with the non‑cancerous 
rectum or colon tissues, respectively (120). This study also 
revealed that there was no statistically significant association 
between the mtdNA‑cN variable with the overall survival and 
disease‑free survival of the patients.

Several studies on colorectal cancer with reduced 
mtdNA‑cNs have also been published. As demonstrated by 
cui et al, mtdNA‑cN was shown to be lower in colorectal 
cancer tissues than its corresponding counterparts (121). 
Moreover, Huang et al also observed lower mtdNA‑cNs 
in blood specimens of female patients who suffered from 
colorectal cancer than in those of controls (122). In addi‑
tion, a subsequent study revealed a significantly decreased 
mtdNA‑cN in tumorous tissue than in adjacent tissue (123). 
The authors also revealed that the mtdNA‑cN was markedly 
lower in mutated BRAF and microsatellite instability (MSI) 
tumors but increased in KRAS mutated tumors. These find‑
ings suggest that the mtDNA‑CN plays a significant role in 
tumorigenesis.

Gliomas. In 2013, Marucci et al observed the correlation 
between mtdNA content with morphology and survival using 
an immunohistochemical method in a group of patients with 
glioblastoma (GBM) (124). The findings revealed that 10 cases 
exhibited oncocytic changes, and nine of these cases had mark‑
edly increased mtdNA content compared with control tissues. 
In the same year, dickinson et al determined whether GBM 
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cells can regulate mtdNA‑cN and chromosomal gene expres‑
sion during differentiation compared with human neural stem 
cells (hNScs) (84). The results revealed that GBM cells did not 
upregulate mtdNA‑cN, respiratory capacity, and the expres‑
sion of nuclear‑encoded mtdNA replication factors during 
differentiation compared with hNScs. It was also determined 
that tumors originating from mtdNA‑depleted GBM cells 
retrieved mtdNA‑cNs for tumor development, indicating that 
mtdNA may play a crucial role in tumor progression (84).

An increased mtdNA content was also reported in a 
case‑control study of patients with glioma using peripheral 
blood lymphocytes (PBLs) (125). This study also revealed that 
increased mtdNA content in PBLs was associated with the 
risk of glioma. This data is also in agreement with a previous 
study by Shen et al that observed a higher mtdNA‑cN in 
glioma cases compared with control subjects and was signifi‑
cantly associated with glioma risk (126). chen et al reported 
that increased mtdNA‑cN was markedly correlated with 
a worse prognosis in patients with glioma (127). However, 
two separate studies demonstrated that increased mtdNA 
was associated with an improved prognosis in patients with 
GBM (128,129).

conversely, a previous study revealed decreased 
mtdNA‑cN in temozolomide‑resistant glioma cells (130). 
More recently, Shen et al analyzed mtdNA alterations as a 
therapeutic method in pediatric patients with high‑grade 
gliomas. In this study, the reduction of mtdNA‑cN in glioma 
cases compared with normal brains, was reported (131). 
Furthermore, Sravya et al observed that decreased mtdNA‑cN 
was associated with worse prognosis and treatment resistance 
in GBM (132).

Gastric cancer. The incidence of mtdNA‑cN in gastric cancer 
was originally observed by Li et al in 2004 (133). In this 
study, a decreased mtdNA‑cN was observed in 20 cases of 
gastric cancer compared with matched paracancerous tissues 
using the polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis method (133). 
Subsequently, Wu et al reported a significantly decreased 
mtdNA‑cN in 17 out of 31 cases of gastric cancer (134). 
In another study, zhang et al determined that most patients 
with gastric cancer had a low mtdNA‑cN compared with 
the non‑tumorous gastric group (135). Moreover, it was found 
that mtdNA content variation was involved in cancer‑related 
deaths in patients with advanced gastric cancer, as well as the 
risk of lymph node metastasis.

A previous study revealed that leukocyte mtdNA‑cN 
was not associated with the risk of gastric cancer (136). 
Nevertheless, the authors noted a possible early disease 
potential with a low level of mtdNA‑cN in gastric cancer. 
Furthermore, an analysis of d‑loop demethylation in associa‑
tion with mtdNA‑cN was conducted in 76 gastric cancer and 
the respective non‑cancerous stomach tissues (137). The results 
revealed markedly decreased mtdNA‑cN in cancer tissues, 
specifically in advanced stages, suggesting this mtDNA‑CN 
decrease as a late molecular event during gastric cancer devel‑
opment. However, mtdNA‑cN was shown to be increased in 
gastric cells following demethylation treatment. Thus, it was 
inferred that demethylation in the d‑loop region may act as 
one of the factors that affect the relative mtdNA content level 
in gastric cancer (137).

conversely, Lee et al observed increased mtdNA content in 
64.2% of gastric cancer tissues compared with non‑tumorous 
tissues (67). Another previous study also demonstrated 
increased mtdNA content in gastric cancer compared with the 
control group and suggested that mtdNA content and relative 
telomere length were the independent factors for predicting the 
risk of gastric cancer (16). Additionally, Jung et al analyzed 
the correlation between telomere length and mtdNA‑cN. 
The authors determined that telomere length was positively 
associated with mtdNA‑cN in gastric cancer tissues and 
corresponding non‑tumorous tissues (98).

Prostate cancer. A higher proportion of mtdNA‑cNs in 
prostate cancer has been reported in some previous studies. 
Based on research conducted by Mizumachi et al, an 
increased mtdNA‑cN (78%) was found in prostate cancer 
tissue compared with adjacent normal tissues (138). Similarly, 
a study by zhou et al revealed that patients who suffered from 
prostate cancer exhibited a significantly increased mtDNA‑CN 
compared with healthy subjects, which was associated with a 
higher risk of prostate cancer and advanced tumor stage (139). 
In 2017, Abhishek et al analyzed the relationship between 
cadmium, zinc, and mtdNA‑cN with the clinopathological 
characteristics of patients with prostate cancer (140). In this 
study, it was revealed that higher mtdNA‑cN, as well as zinc 
and cadmium compounds were correlated with Gleason scores 
in prostate cancer cases compared with normal controls (140). 
In another study, the authors observed that a high mtdNA‑cN 
was associated with and increased risk of non‑aggressive pros‑
tate cancer (141).

A decrease in mtDNA‑CN was identified in the peripheral 
blood of patients with prostate cancer (142). The study demon‑
strated that low mtdNA‑cN was correlated with aggressive 
prostate cancer, which indicated poor progression‑free 
survival among the patients (142). In addition, a previous study 
performed by kalsbeek et al demonstrated a significantly 
decreased mtdNA‑cN in prostate tumor tissue compared 
with non‑tumorous tissue (143). Recently, Xu et al revealed 
that patients with prostate cancer who exhibited reduced 
mtdNA‑cN were associated with a lower risk of biochemical 
recurrence compared with those who harbored increased 
mtdNA‑cN (144).

Esophageal cancer. The first report of mtDNA‑CN in esophageal 
cancer was described by Tan et al (145). In this study, high and 
low mtdNA‑cNs were found in esophageal tumor tissue, and 
no correlation was established between mtdNA‑cN and muta‑
tions (145). The following year, a study conducted by Liu et al 
examined mtdNA content in 42 tissue samples and discovered 
an increased mtdNA‑cN in esophageal cancer tissues (146). 
In 2010, Lin et al observed a gradual increase of mtdNA‑cN 
among cigarette smokers and wine drinkers in patients with 
esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (147). In a previous study, 
Li et al observed an elevated mtdNA‑cN in patients with 
esophageal squamous cell carcinoma compared with control 
subjects, and this increase in mtdNA‑cN was significantly 
associated with cancer‑associated mortality risk (148).

Relatively few studies, by contrast, have revealed a low 
mtdNA‑cN in esophageal tumor cases compared with 
controls. In a previous study, Masuike et al identified a reduced 
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mtdNA‑cN (56.0%) in resected tumorous samples compared 
with non‑tumorous specimens (149). decreased mtdNA‑cN 
was shown to be correlated with the depth of tumor invasion 
and tumor stage (149). In this study, it was also revealed that 
patients with reduced mtDNA‑CNs had a significantly poor 
5‑year overall survival compared with patients with increased 
mtdNA‑cNs. Moreover, a study on mtdNA‑cNs in esopha‑
geal adenocarcinoma was carried out using peripheral blood 
leukocytes of 218 esophageal adenocarcinoma cases and the 
corresponding control samples (150). The results demon‑
strated a significantly decreased mtDNA‑CN in tumor cases 
compared with the controls, this decrease in mtdNA‑cN was 
markedly associated with a high risk of esophageal adenocar‑
cinoma (150).

Head and neck cancer. mtdNA‑cN alterations in head and 
neck cancer was revealed in a study by kim et al (151). In this 
study an evident increase in mtdNA‑cN was demonstrated 
from normal tissue to malignant head and neck tumors. The 
study also identified that a markedly elevated mtDNA‑CN 
was associated with tumor grade. By contrast, another study 
revealed a decreased mtdNA‑cN in postoperative sali‑
vary rinse samples of head and neck cancer (152). Reduced 
mtdNA‑cN was associated with never‑smoker status and in 
response to post‑treatment radiation therapy after the first 
surgery (152).

A case‑control study of head and neck cancer of Taiwanese 
patients showed a two‑fold increase of mtdNA‑cN, compared 
with the control cohort (153). It was also identified that patients 
with increased mtdNA‑cN and advanced cancer stage were 
associated with a higher mortality rate (153). Similar outcomes 
were also reported by kumar et al, who analyzed the association 
of mtdNA‑cNs with smoke and smokeless tobacco, betel quid 
chewing, and alcohol‑using cell‑free mtdNA samples (154). 
The findings revealed the increased mtDNA‑CN in patients 
with head and neck squamous cell carcinoma with these 
observed habits compared with the healthy control cohort. A 
different study that involved 570 head and neck squamous cell 
carcinoma cases and 597 controls among the chinese popula‑
tion revealed an increase of mtdNA‑cN in patients with head 
and neck squamous cell carcinoma compared with the control 
group (95). Moreover, the authors also found a U‑shaped asso‑
ciation of mtdNA‑cN and the risk of cancer, which suggested 
the importance of mtdNA‑cN in the progression of head and 
neck cancer.

Lung cancer. A number of studies have investigated the asso‑
ciation between mtdNA‑cN and lung cancer progression. In 
a previous study, Lin et al found decreased mtdNA‑cN and 
low levels of oxidative mtdNA damage in lung tumor tissues 
after chemotherapy (65). Moreover, another study revealed 
that lower mtdNA‑cN was associated with the late stage of 
lung cancer, which harbored a poorer prognosis (155). In a 
separate study, mitochondrial MSI (mtMSI) and mtdNA‑cN 
were examined in 37 lung carcinoma tissues and paired with 
non‑cancerous tissue specimens (13). This study demonstrated 
that the mtdNA‑cN in tumor tissue was lower than that in 
non‑cancerous tissue, and the mtdNA‑cN in tumor tissue 
harboring mtMSI was significantly reduced compared with 
the other lung carcinoma specimens (13).

In 2009, Bonner et al determined that mtdNA‑cN was 
associated with a higher risk of lung cancer among older 
patients (156). Furthermore, Hosgood et al revealed that 
mtdNA‑cN was markedly associated with age and observed 
a dose‑dependent association between mtdNA‑cN and 
increased lung cancer risk in heavy smokers (157). In a pooled 
analysis of three study populations, there was no association 
between mtdNA‑cN and the risk of lung cancer (158).

Renal cell cancer. In 2004, Meierhofer et al analyzed 
mtdNA‑cN changes in 37 patients with renal cell cancer 
using Southern blot analysis. The results of this study revealed 
a decreased mtdNA‑cN in 92% of renal carcinoma tissues 
compared with the non‑cancerous tissues (159). Previous 
studies also showed a reduced mtdNA‑cN in resected 
tissues of renal cell cancer compared with normal tissues. 
These studies identified a significant association between 
mtdNA‑cN and the high risk of renal cell cancer (160,161). 
Moreover, Xing et al determined a high heritability of 
mtdNA content (65%) in this cancer, suggesting a vital role 
of mtdNA‑cN in renal cell cancer development (160). A study 
by Lin et al revealed that lower mtdNA‑cN with the addition 
of reduced mitochondrial enzyme activity may be involved 
in a drug‑resistance phenotype and the progression of renal 
cell cancer (162). However, mtdNA‑cN was revealed to be 
higher in peripheral blood samples of renal cell carcinoma 
patients (163,164). These studies also revealed a significant 
association between the increased levels of mtdNA‑cN and 
the increased risk of renal cell cancer (163,164).

Endometrial cancer. In a study by Wang et al mtdNA‑cNs 
were examined in 65 endometrial cancer and 41 non‑cancer 
cases. In this study, a significant increase in mtdNA‑cN 
in patients with endometrial cancer compared with the 
non‑cancer subjects, was reported. In addition, it was discov‑
ered that patients who exhibited mtMSI at nucleotide position 
303 carried a markedly higher level of mtdNA‑cN (165). In 
addition, a previous study revealed increased mtdNA‑cN and 
citrate synthase activity in endometrial cancer cases compared 
with those in the healthy group (166).

By contrast, a cancer‑based study which included 139 
peripheral blood samples of patients with endometrial 
cancer and 139 paired controls conducted in 2016 discovered 
decreasing numbers of copies of mtdNA in the endometrial 
cancer cases. The authors claimed that reduced mtdNA‑cN 
had significant combined effects with smoking status, obesity, 
hypertension, and diabetes history in the increased risk of 
endometrial cancer (167).

Oral cancer. Studies of mtdNA‑cNs in patients with oral 
cancer have also been performed. In a study by Mondal et al, 
mtdNA‑cN was examined in 124 patients with oral cancer and 
140 subjects as controls (168). In this study, mtdNA‑cN was 
significant in tobacco‑betel quid chewers than tobacco‑betel 
quid non chewers, while reduced mtdNA‑cN was markedly 
associated with higher tumor stage (168).

conversely, a study in 2014 revealed that individuals with 
elevated mtdNA‑cNs were markedly associated with an 
increased risk of oral cancer compared with individuals with 
a decreased mtdNA‑cN (169). Furthermore, another previous 
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study that involved real‑time PcR and immunohistochemistry 
revealed lower PGc‑1α/TFAM expression and mtdNA‑cN 
in oral tumorous tissues compared with the corresponding 
non‑tumorous tissues. The authors suggest that the reduced 
mitochondrial PGc‑1α/TFAM pathway is involved in oral 
cancer (170).

Pancreatic cancer. According to a study by Lynch et al, elevated 
mtdNA‑cN was found in patients with pancreatic cancer 
compared with the controls (171). The findings also revealed a 
significant association between increased mtDNA‑CN and the 
increased risk of pancreatic cancer (171). By contrast, another 
study performed by Tuchalska‑Czuroń et al demonstrated a 
markedly lower mtdNA‑cN in tumor tissues compared with 
corresponding normal pancreatic tissues (172). However, the 
study failed to identify a significant difference in the overall 
survival of the patients, which indicated that mtdNA‑cN was 
not a prognostic indicator of pancreatic cancer (172). This 
result is in line with a more recent study which revealed lower 
mtdNA‑cN associated with older age and high body mass 
index among EPIc patients (173).

Ovarian cancer. There are relatively few studies available on 
the assessment of mtdNA‑cN in human ovarian cancer. The 
earliest report of mtdNA‑cN in ovarian cancer was described 
by Wang et al in 2006 (174). In this study, an increased 
mtdNA‑cN was observed in tumorous tissues of ovarian 
cancer compared with non‑tumorous tissues. It was also 
observed that the early stages of cancer harbored markedly 
higher mtdNA copies compared with the late stages (174). 
In a relatively recent study, a group of researchers performed 
mtdNA‑cN assessment in blood and plasma samples from 24 
ovarian cancer patients and matched samples (175). The results 
revealed higher mtdNA copies in patients with advanced 
cancer stages than in healthy subjects. In addition, the authors 
detected elevated levels of mtdNA‑cN in exosomes as well as 
in plasma, and peripheral blood of patients with advanced‑stage 
ovarian cancer, indicating that mtdNA‑cN varies depending 
on the needs of cell types and physiological conditions (175).

Other cancers. Studies of the mtdNA‑cN alterations have 
also been documented previously in several other types of 
cancers. In a study by Hyland et al the relationship between 
mtdNA‑cN and the risk of melanoma cancer in blood samples 
was investigated using quantitative PcR. In this study, it was 
observed that increased mtdNA‑cN in melanoma cases were 
associated with cdkN2A mutations (176). This data is consis‑
tent with another study that demonstrated a higher proportion 
of mtdNA copies in melanoma cases compared with controls, 
and that a high number of mtDNA copies was significantly 
correlated with a higher risk melanoma (177).

Furthermore, elevated mtdNA‑cN has been reported 
in laryngeal cancer cases (178,179). Guo et al determined 
mtdNA‑cN in 40 resected tissue specimens of laryngeal 
cancer and matched blood controls. The results showed 
increased mtdNA copies in tumor tissues compared with 
the peripheral blood controls. Additionally, patients that 
exhibited d‑loop mutations carried a higher mtdNA‑cN, 
indicating significant effects of unstable mtdNA d‑loop 
region with mutational loads and polymorphisms in larynx 

tumorigenesis (179). A separate study also revealed a greater 
mtDNA‑CN in paraffin‑embedded tissues of laryngeal cancer 
than in non‑tumorous tissues (178). In addition, it was also 
revealed that reduced mtdNA copies were markedly correlated 
with smoking status, tumor invasion, and tumor stage (178).

8. Future approaches in determining mtDNA‑CN changes

mtdNA‑cN has been proposed as a reliable biomarker in 
predicting cancer prognosis. It is worth mentioning that 
control groups, solid tumors, and other diseases can be distin‑
guished by the level of mtdNA‑cN (100). To date, there are 
still no standardized methods used for the relative assessment 
of mtdNA‑cNs in clinical settings.

Certainly, various quantification methods or pre‑analytical 
and analytical factors can influence final estimation and 
produce varying data of mtdNA content among laborato‑
ries (180). In this review, the variations of mtdNA‑cN were 
presented in tumorous tissues compared with non‑tumorous 
tissue specimens, or in body fluids, including circulating blood 
cells, saliva, and cell‑free serum. Since tissues and organs are 
not easily accessible, body fluids have been frequently used 
in numerous studies as indicators in determining mtdNA 
content.

Notably, various dNA extraction methods produce 
conflicting results, which lead to incorrect copy number 
assessment. Extraction methods can influence the yield of total 
mtdNA, and the failure to dilute genomic dNA appropriately 
due to the varying genome sizes of the nuclear and mito‑
chondrial genome may affect the mtdNA‑cN values (181). 
Therefore, new methods are essential for measuring mtdNA 
integrity, since with the available methods there is difficulty in 
differentiating between intact mtdNA and damaged mtdNA 
fragments. currently, mtdNA‑cN can be readily measured 
from cell lysates, which have less downstream utility and are 
advantageous for small samples, except that they are restricted 
only to cultured cells (102). However, the first quantification 
of mtdNA‑cN based on dried blot spot samples has been 
developed, and has shown promising results compared to 
conventional samples (182). The study demonstrated that the 
average mtdNA‑cN was markedly higher in dried blot spots 
than in the whole blood specimens collected 5 to 10 years 
apart. A dried blood spot sample may be a viable alternative 
as it is a more stable, less costly, and less invasive method. 
It is easy to transport and available for long‑term storage at 
room temperature (182). With all the features mentioned, a 
dried blood spot sample is optimal for large‑scale studies of 
multiple research fields. However, future additional research 
is still warranted in assessing mtdNA‑cNs with the usage of 
dried blood spot specimens.

Furthermore, the qPcR‑based method serves as the current 
gold standard in mtdNA‑cN quantification and has been 
extensively used in published findings. Generally, the use of 
both targeted mtdNA and ndNA genes and external standards 
may vary among laboratories (100). This may lead to diverse 
data outcomes, and a challenge in standardizing methods for 
clinical setup. To date, there is no gold standard for reference 
genes as they are usually selected based on sample use and 
diseases, with numerous analyses mostly using the repeti‑
tive and altered regions (100). Notably, the nuclear genome 
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can duplicate >97% of the mtdNA genome, giving rise to 
pseudogenes which are nuclear insertions of mitochondrial 
origin (183). The mtdNA genes used in the mtdNA‑cN 
measurement may be capable of co‑amplifying the nuclear 
pseudogenes (181). In addition, mtdNA genome duplication 
is inconsistent among individuals and diseases, hence, it is 
difficult to recognize the regions in the mtDNA genome which 
were not duplicated in the nuclear genome (100).

Presently, next‑gene sequencing methods, including WES 
and WGS quantification, provide great effectiveness and 
comprehensive assessment of mtdNA changes. These methods 
may provide better results of mtdNA‑cN than the gold stan‑
dard qPcR method as they could detect changes in various 
samples, including paraffin‑embedded tissues, formalin‑fixed 
specimens, and body fluids (103). A recent study optimized 
the detection of circulating cell‑free mtdNA in patients with 
cancer using a low‑depth WGS approach, which revealed a 
markedly decreased mtdNA‑cN in plasma dNA samples 
compared with fresh tumor tissues (184). Plasma samples 
contain a very low abundance of mtdNA, and therefore, the 
usage of qPcR is not applicable for mtdNA‑cN estimation in 
plasma samples due to its low quality (184). Thus, the advent 
of a capture‑based NGS method such as WGS is advantageous 
for mtdNA content detection using challenging samples. As 
suggested by a previous study, the NGS approach is anticipated 
to become a gold standard in measuring mtdNA‑cNs in the 
future (101).

Nonetheless, standardization of all parameters involved 
in assessing mtdNA‑cN such as sample preservation, isola‑
tion methods, PCR inhibitors, and quantification methods is 
significant to avoid bias and false assessment. While these 
variables are normalized, reference values are crucial for 
each measurement process, and research findings need to 
be compared carefully (180). Thus, a thorough appraisal 
of various approaches and factors involved in mtdNA‑cN 
assessment has yet to be completed (102).

9. Conclusion

In conclusion, emerging evidence suggests that variations 
in mtdNA‑cNs can contribute to the initiation and progres‑
sion of tumorigenesis. Despite the comprehensive findings of 
mtdNA‑cN alterations in various human cancers, there is 
still limited understanding of the mechanisms of how cells 
modulate mtdNA‑cN. Although the relevant mechanism has 
yet to be clarified, it is undeniable that mtDNA‑CN is a very 
promising potential target in cancer research. Therefore, more 
efforts are required to study the undetermined mechanism of 
mtdNA‑cN alterations in cancer development.
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